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The quote is from Das Kapital by Karl Marx but that does not matter.
There are several reasons why I liked it. First the sense of knowing irony, the self-commentary of
producing an object that is itself a commentary on the act of producing objects for sale; the acknowledgements of socially determined restrictions on what art was capable of doing.
But, the artist in turn is mocking the seriousness of the statement and its irony – as well as asserting the possibility of creativity – by throwing some paint on it. It is serious commentary done as
a joke and a pointless prank that masquerades as a sensible point. It points out the limitations of
semiotics while putting two fingers up at those limitations.
It captured exactly why I enjoyed economics: understanding the way in which social relations arise
from material relations and why people mistake material relations for social ones. Economics is
the point where brute physics meets the softer world of culture. Where the blob of paint meets the
canvas.
Nowhere is this better expressed than in pottery - probably one of the first tools that humans
came up with as well as one of the first venues for expression. Pottery is an art form, but it is also
chemistry, commerce, and industry.
To make porcelain one must heat up a kiln to 1400 degrees centigrade so that the material it is
made out of, a white clay and quartz, vitrifies to become a transparent waterproof surface. There
is no other way of doing this, it is an unchangeable property of the material and of the physical
laws governing the universe.
At the same time porcelain was the signifier of power in imperial China and then wealth in bourgeois Europe. This is social construction; the creation of categories and the imputation of value to
them.
The social world lies on top of the material world. But equally, the social gives birth to the material
– the secrets of manufacturing porcelain were unlocked by Europeans thanks to the cooperation
of an enlightenment lens grinder, a boy-wonder alchemist, and the patronage of a Polish-Lithuanian king. Porcelain manufacture in China is concentrated in one industrial city and handed down
family lines.
So there we are; definite social relations between men, that assumes, in their eyes, the fantastic
forms of a relation between things. The art, was imbued with the sense of personal greatness and
given an associated scarcity value. It became tradeable and exchangeable for a given quantity of
grain or spices.
This analysis casts art as commodity, or as a signifier for power. What of the rest of what art could
do? The word here, I think, is transcendental. Can art be something beyond the confines of material or social reality?
John Berger, in the 1972 documentary series Ways of Seeing, argues it can be. He picks some of
the masterpieces of the Dutch Golden Age. He shows how they illustrate a materialist conception
of the art world, full of the signifiers of wealth and status.
But then he deliberately undermines himself. He asks us to look again at the details of the paintings.
In a painting of a woman weighing pearls on a set of gold scales he asks us to look at the light, at
the woman’s face and says that here a moment is preserved in time – the particular way a particular beam of light fell on a particular woman’s face.
For a period, as an economics graduate student, my favourite work
of art and my cover photo on Facebook was a painting on acrylic by the artist Thomas Locher.
The painting was simple: white text on a grey background that read “THERE IT IS A DEFINITE
SOCIAL RELATION BETWEEN MEN, THAT ASSUMES, IN THEIR EYES, THE FANTASTIC FORM
OF A RELATION BETWEEN THINGS.” In the middle of the painting was a yellowy-beige splodge
of paint that had been thrown on the canvas and allowed to drip down.

But now, the painting carries a value of £3m. By trying to turn the
traditions of European painting against itself Rembrandt has instead taken it to its apotheosis.
These Dutch artists tried to escape through humanism. They focused on the singular human experience and allowed for sentimentalism about those individual lives. More modern art has tried
to break out from commodification in another way; through deliberate ugliness or obscurity or by
creating ephemeral works of art such as performances that cannot be traded or have a value attached for them.
Just as for the Dutch, it has been a mixed success.

“It is as though she’s holding the moment between her forefinger
and thumb,” he says. “Despite its apparent celebration of property, this painting is about the mystery of light and time as we look up at the stars.”
He once again undermines himself. He takes two self portraits by Rembrandt. One where he is
young and celebrating his achievements, and another where is an, old man,broken and staring
forlornly out of the painting at the viewer. All has gone, Berger says, except for a questioning of
existence. Rembrandt has tried to escape.

so she skinned the great wolf
& it’s pelt fell t’floor
& she wrapped it ‘round her
no knickers nor all

The darkness of the night permeated the small space, seeping through the stark windows.
Gloom lingered in the air with the dust and the damp and the musty smell that comes from
a marriage of such components. Far off a brilliant light pierced the veil, a star, maybe, but it
could have just as likely been a plane or UFO for the attention it was given. She leant her
face close against the window and sighed heavily against the thin glass allowing her breath
to cascade and transform the material. She drew her short, thin finger against the stain she
had created, ‘an abomination’ she thought, and drew a line, a squiggle and nothing really in
particular until there was little left of the indentured mark that proved she was, in fact,
alive. A fact she often had to remind herself of as she walked through the close, blunt walls
of the castle. She smiled to herself. ‘The castle’ as she had affectionately, and more often
times hatefully, named it. A thing must have a name to exist, she thought; all the better to
fear it. And her thoughts cast again to name her own being, so that others could fear her.
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the night : take it back.
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